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1. Introduction
The density of the neutral thermosphere at high latitudes is primarily modulated by changes in solar ir-
radiance, and by magnetospheric interactions with the solar wind causing energy to be transported down 
magnetic field lines (Prölss, 2011). The former is regular and predictable, which controls the “background” 
neutral density, whilst the latter can be considered as a cause of perturbations above the background.
The cusp enhancement is a well-known neutral density perturbation in the high-latitude thermosphere. 
The first observations were by Lühr et al.  (2004), who found significantly enhanced neutral densities in 
the dayside cusp region (∼68–75° geomagnetic latitude, 10–12 magnetic local time [MLT]) during several 
passes of the Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP; Reigber et al., 2002) at around 400 km altitude. 
It was subsequently shown by H. Liu et al. (2005) and Schlegel et al. (2005) that the cusp enhancement 
existed even under average conditions and during geomagnetically quiet times, with a 20%–30% increase 
above the background neutral density (i.e., that caused by irradiance), that was not able to be predicted by 
global circulation models of the neutral winds and densities. These studies ultimately confirmed what had 
been strongly suspected for a few decades, that solar wind energy was directly influencing the high-latitude 
upper thermospheric structure. A review of this history up to the early CHAMP observations can be found 
in Moe and Moe (2008). The mechanism by which the cusp density enhancement is generated is still not 
well understood.
Abstract Large thermospheric neutral density enhancements in the cusp region have been examined 
for many years. The Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) satellite for example has enabled many 
observations of the perturbation, showing that it is mesoscale in size and exists statistically over solar cycle 
timescales. Further studies examining the relationship with magnetospheric energy input have shown 
that fine-scale Poynting fluxes are associated with the density perturbations on a case-by-case basis, whilst 
others have found that mesoscale downward fluxes also exist in the cusp region statistically. In this study, 
we use nearly 8 years of the overlapping Super Dual Auroral Radar Network and Active Magnetosphere 
and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment datasets to generate global-scale patterns of the 
high-latitude and height-integrated Poynting flux into the ionosphere, with a time resolution of 2 min. 
From these, average patterns are generated based on the interplanetary magnetic field orientation. We 
show the cusp is indeed an important feature in the Poynting flux maps, but the magnitude does not 
correlate well with statistical neutral mass density perturbations observed by the CHAMP satellite on 
similar spatial scales. Importantly, the lack of correlation between mesoscale height-integrated Poynting 
fluxes and the cusp neutral mass density enhancement gives possible insight into other processes that 
may account for the discrepancy, such as energy deposition at finer scale sizes or at higher altitudes than 
captured.
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A survey of density enhancements seen by CHAMP during geomagnetic storms by R. Liu et al. (2010) found 
that they are typically less than 900 km in latitudinal width, and occur during all interplanetary magnetic 
field (IMF) orientations (although greater magnitudes of perturbation tend to occur during negative IMF Bz 
conditions; Rentz & Lühr, 2008). Lühr et al. (2004) originally attributed the cusp enhancement to intense 
small scale (∼10s of km) field-aligned currents (FACs) and their associated electric fields, which would 
drive Joule heating and upwelling of the neutral gas. However, the aforementioned R. Liu et  al.  (2010) 
survey found that only around half of events coincided with strong FACs. Simulations by Demars and 
Schunk (2007) showed that cusp ion heating events would indeed generate a thermospheric upwelling, but 
only when increasing the ion-neutral frictional heating term by a factor of 110 to simulate extreme events.
In contrast, Clemmons et al. (2008) found a density depletion of a few percent about 150 km below the 
CHAMP orbital altitude within the dayside cusp vicinity, utilizing complementary neutral density data 
from the Streak mission (Clemmons et al., 2009). The depletion was thought to be indicative of the short 
penetration depth of soft particle precipitation in the cusp region, and upon modeling, was found to have 
produced the thermospheric upwelling theorized by previous studies at 400 km altitude (e.g., Demars & 
Schunk, 2007), but not in the upper E-region. Subsequently, Deng et al. (2011) decoupled the effects of Joule 
heating deposited at both low (<150 km) and high (>300 km) altitudes, showing that much of the temporal 
variation of the atmospheric upwelling at CHAMP altitudes (∼350–450 km) was caused by low altitude 
heating, but F-region Joule heating was primarily responsible for the neutral density and vertical wind en-
hancements. This importance of F-region heating was attributed to the higher heating per unit mass in the 
F region compared to the E region, and indicated that E-region Joule heating associated with FAC closure 
could not be fully responsible for density enhancements seen in the F-region. Brinkman et al. (2016) later 
found, in agreement with the conclusions by Clemmons et al. (2009) and Deng et al. (2011), that the low 
altitude density depletion was probably due to the neutral gas being transported upwards as the thermo-
sphere expands. Brinkman et al. (2016) also saw soft particle precipitation heating playing an important role 
in driving a cusp neutral density enhancement.
Crowley et al. (2010) was able to reproduce a cusp enhancement observed by CHAMP using the Assimila-
tive mapping of ionospheric electrodynamics (AMIE; Richmond, 1992) as input to the TIME-GCM (Roble 
& Ridley, 1994) during an extreme geomagnetic storm. A DMSP satellite, that was included in the assim-
ilation, saw large and localized downward Poynting fluxes in the cusp region during the event. Indeed, 
Knipp et  al.  (2011) showed statistically that very large magnitudes of Poynting flux into the cusp were 
common during events where the IMF magnitude was >10 nT. Deng et al. (2013), utilizing the Global Iono-
sphere-Thermosphere Model (GITM; Ridley et al., 2006), also found that a very large magnitude of Poynting 
flux imposed on the ionosphere generated a cusp density enhancement by as much as 29% in the F region 
due to soft particle precipitation and Joule heating. These studies however did not explain the existence of 
the cusp neutral density enhancement during geomagnetically quiet times. It should also be noted that the 
total magnitude of Poynting flux when it is dissipated in the ionosphere is split between Joule heating and 
mechanical work, with Joule heating being dominant most of the time (Thayer et al., 1995). Joule heating, 
as it is dependent on the Pedersen conductivity, is highest in the E-region, but still has significant effects on 
the F-region thermosphere due to the low neutral density (Billett et al., 2020), and during cases such as that 
described by Deng et al. (2013) mentioned previously.
In the empirical model of Poynting flux developed by Cosgrove et al. (2014), the cusp was highlighted as 
a region of strong downward Poynting flux under northward IMF conditions. This was in stark contrast 
to previous empirical models, such as that by Weimer (2005), which showed no significant amount of en-
ergy in the cusp region under any IMF orientation. This difference was attributed to the use of a separate 
empirical electric field model in the older studies that would not have captured the variability of the field 
well, which is a known shortcoming that results in underestimating the total energy dissipation into the 
ionosphere (e.g., Codrescu et  al.,  1995). Electric field variability in the cusp region can indeed be high, 
but the IMF orientation may not be a good descriptor of that variability (Cosgrove & Thayer, 2006; Förster 
et al., 2007). In the statistical study of Joule heating by Billett et al. (2018), cusp enhancements were seen to 
have both a universal time and seasonal dependence, which is more indicative of variations in the dayside 
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In this study, we develop statistical high latitude Poynting flux distributions and compare them to statistical 
distributions of neutral mass density enhancements. We employ ∼10 years of neutral density measurements 
from the CHAMP satellite (Doornbos et al., 2010; Reigber et al., 2002), along with global scale calculations 
of Poynting flux using ∼7 years of data from the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics 
Response Experiment (AMPERE; Anderson et al., 2014) and the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (Su-
perDARN; Greenwald et al., 1995). Our statistical Poynting flux patterns based on IMF orientation are the 
first to be created using the combined AMPERE and SuperDARN datasets, whilst neutral density perturba-
tions within the well-established CHAMP data set are found using a novel technique which highlights the 
cusp in relation to the surrounding areas. It is shown that whilst our patterns of Poynting flux and neutral 
mass density perturbations are consistent with many previous studies, there does not appear to be a strong 
correlation between them in terms of both morphology and magnitude on mesoscales. This implies that at 
least one underlying process, whether because it is happening at a smaller scale or otherwise, is not being 
captured by our analysis.
2. Data
2.1. Neutral Density Perturbation
The CHAMP satellite was launched in 2000 into a nearly circular orbit which gradually decreased from an 
altitude of approximately 450 km until it re-entered the Earth's atmosphere in 2010. The accelerometer on 
board CHAMP enabled the detection of neutral mass density perturbations as small as 1 × 10−14 kg m−3, 
with a time resolution of 10 s. The full pre-processed data set of neutral densities over the entire lifetime of 
CHAMP, including positional information, can be obtained from Förster and Doornbos (2019). Due to the 
variations in altitude, previous studies utilizing CHAMP measurements have typically normalized neutral 
densities to a common altitude using models for the thermospheric scale height (e.g., H. Liu et al., 2005). 
We have instead derived neutral mass density perturbations from a running average “background” density, 
that is, a deviation from the density which is driven by Solar Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) flux, similar to the 
method employed by Clausen et al. (2014) and Clemmons et al. (2008).
For a neutral mass density point measurement made by CHAMP (ρ), a background neutral mass density 
〈ρ〉, which is made up of an average of the previous 5 min of measured densities, is subtracted. This back-
ground density spans approximately 20° of magnetic latitude along the CHAMP orbital track, or 30 meas-
urements. The calculated value is then normalized as a fraction of the background neutral mass density, 







Δρ will hold both temporal and spatial perturbations, but the timescale upon which the thermospheric 
density changes is almost certainly several hours longer than the 5 min captures by the background den-
sity average, for all altitudes seen by CHAMP (Sutton et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2006). 
Therefore, Δρ is almost entirely a measure of how the region of interest compares to the region the satellite 
has just passed through. A 5-min timescale for 〈ρ〉 is short enough that large scale features, such as density 
enhancements due to changing solar irradiance with proximity to the sub-solar point, should be mostly 
removed from Δρ.
As the CHAMP data set spans many years, encompassing both the peak of solar cycle 23 and a portion of 
the cycle 24 incline, it is important that the significant effects of solar EUV on the neutral mass density 
(Walterscheid, 1989) is minimized in our results. Using this method for determining a perturbation neutral 
mass density, rather than looking at altitude-normalized densities, almost entirely removes the effect of 
changing solar flux (e.g., the f10.7 radio emission) due to only sampling the past 5 min of data for each data 
point. Additionally, the short timescale used also minimizes seasonal and altitude density variations. This 
process does very well at extracting only density changes that are due to spatial inhomogeneities, but is sub-
sequently unable to show temporal changes in a particular region due to events such as substorms unless 
the density change happens unprecedentedly fast. Substorms are unlikely to have a significant effect on 
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neutral mass density perturbations is also less effective very close to the magnetic pole and may produce 
spurious results when averaged, as the previous 5 min used for the background density subtraction could be 
from any local time on the nightside or dayside and be much more variable.
In this study, we have binned Δρ from the entire CHAMP data set into an equal area (∼200 × 400 km) grid 
poleward of 60° latitude in altitude-adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinates (AACGM; Shepherd, 2014). 
Each grid cell is 2° tall in AACGM latitude with increasing longitudinal width as the grid nears the AACGM 
north pole. The data has also subsequently been binned into 8 IMF clock angle sectors, defined by the angle 
the IMF By and Bz vector makes in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. The IMF informa-
tion is taken at the point of measurement using the 1-min resolution OMNI data set (retrieved from http://
omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) and is time-shifted from the measuring spacecraft to the Earth (King & Papitash-
vili, 2005). The distribution of CHAMP measurements used in this study for each clock angle bin is shown 
in Figure 1, in terms of AACGM latitude and MLT. Of note is that there is less data in the purely northward 
and southward Bz sectors, and more data closer to the AACGM pole where CHAMP orbits tend to overlap. 
The clock angle during the 5 min involved in calculating 〈ρ〉 is not accounted for in the IMF binning, but we 
have found that imposing a filter to use only periods of steady IMF does not significantly affect the spatial 
distribution of Δρ. Even a low-pass steady IMF filter of just a few minutes however, such as that employed 
by Haaland et al. (2007) to remove “unsteady” IMF periods, significantly reduces the amount of data avail-




Figure 1. Distribution of CHAMP neutral mass density measurements in AACGM MLat-MLT coordinates, upwards 
of 60° MLat, sorted by IMF clock angle sector. Concentric circles are separated by 10° latitude and the MLT is displayed 
around the outside of each plot. AACGM, altitude-adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinates; CHAMP, Challenging 
Minisatellite Payload; IMF, interplanetary magnetic field; MLT, magnetic local time.
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2.2. Poynting Flux
The perturbation Poynting vector S‖, that is, the total amount of energy dissipated in the ionosphere via 
FACs, is given by Waters et al. (2004):
 

   
0
1 ˆS E δB r‖ (2)
where μ0 is the permeability of free space, E is the ionospheric electric field, δB is the perturbation magnet-
ic field (deviation from the terrestrial field) and r̂ is the unit vector parallel to the geomagnetic field. S‖ is 
positive downward, indicating the magnetosphere is driving the ionosphere. Negative (or upward) Poynting 
flux indicates that the ionosphere might be driving the magnetosphere as a current generator through the 
ionospheric wind dynamo. We obtain electric field information from the SuperDARN and perturbation 
magnetic field measurements from AMPERE, both on a global scale, combining them using Equation 2 
and the method described by Waters et al. (2004) onto the same grid used for neutral density perturbations.
Overlapping AMPERE and SuperDARN data currently exists between years, 2010 and 2017, and like the 
neutral density binning process, we have also not filtered the times for steady IMF conditions. It is impor-
tant to note that by not filtering the AMPERE and SuperDARN datasets in this way, we do not account for 
the fact that the ionosphere does not immediately and fully respond to a change in IMF driving conditions 
(Murr & Hughes, 2001). This will generally mean that statistical Poynting fluxes during southward (north-
ward) IMF orientations are slight underestimations (overestimations) because they include values calculat-
ed during variable IMF conditions.
2.2.1. Electric Field
The SuperDARN (Chisham et al., 2007; Greenwald et al., 1995; Nishitani et al., 2019) consists of 36 (as of 
2020) high-frequency radars in both the northern and southern hemispheres. Line-of-sight doppler velocities 
of the F-region (∼250 km altitude) plasma are measured by each radar within a large field-of-view spanning 
a few thousand kilometers, which are then all gridded together based on hemisphere. A spherical harmonic 
fit (Ruohoniemi & Greenwald, 1996) is applied to the gridded velocities to solve for the instantaneous global 
electrostatic potential, Φ, which is related to the ionospheric electric field by E = −∇Φ. Using the electric 
potential solution, the full electric field vector can be calculated at any position in a hemisphere, which is 
what was done for each grid cell used for the CHAMP data binning. When using SuperDARN data in this 
way, it is also common to employ an empirical electric potential model (e.g., Thomas & Shepherd, 2018) that 
is based on the IMF to “fill in the gaps” for regions where SuperDARN velocity data is scarce. This however 
can potentially introduce occasions where the global maps of Φ are very dependent on the empirical model 
if there is not enough input data. In this study, we have utilized the Thomas and Shepherd (2018) model 
in the 2-min resolution maps of electric potential that were used, but only during times where 200 or more 
gridded SuperDARN data points were available in the map. This means that only maps with a significant 
amount of measured data constraining the spherical harmonic fit to Φ were included. Two hundred points 
is generally good enough to ensure a reasonable spread of data globally, whilst reducing the amount of 
“usable” 2-min maps by around 55% (Billett et al., 2018). It should be noted that due to the nature of using 
a global fit, there will undoubtedly be occasional regions of spurious electric electric fields where data may 
be sparse, which will then increase the error in the subsequent Poynting flux calculation. The 200 gridded 
data point threshold minimizes that error, but will not entirely eliminate it. The ubiquity of SuperDARN 
data in certain local times does however vary with universal time, so the error caused by data sparseness will 
“average out” across all local times when Poynting fluxes are eventually averaged.
2.2.2. Perturbation Magnetic Field
The AMPERE (Anderson et al., 2014) uses magnetometers on board the Iridium satellite constellation to 
derive global maps of both the northern and southern hemisphere FACs. The in-situ magnetic field at 
around 780 km altitude is sampled, then perturbations caused by FACs (δB) are determined by subtracting 
the Earth's intrinsic magnetic field using the IGRF model (Thébault et al., 2015). Further corrections are 
then made to account for various sensor biases, residuals and noise (Anderson et al., 2000), and a spherical 
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values are normalized to an altitude of 250 km (to match the assumed altitude of SuperDARN measure-
ments; Yeoman et al., 2008) to account for the convergence of magnetic field lines with decreasing altitude 
(using the 3/2 relationship described by Knipp et  al.,  2014). Similarly to the SuperDARN derived elec-
tric fields, the AMPERE spherical harmonic fitting processes induces some small error when determining 
Poynting flux in regions where the Iridium satellites are further apart. This is due to their orbit inclination 
being offset from the magnetic pole, causing uneven spatial coverage with respect to magnetic coordinates.
δB is gridded with respect to AACGM coordinates spaced 1° in latitude and 1 h (15°) of MLT, with a time 
resolution of 2 min and integration window of 10 min. Subsequently binning the magnetic perturbations 
onto the same grid used for the CHAMP data involved iterating over each AMPERE grid cell, then binning 
each data point onto every overlapping CHAMP grid cell. Cells with two or more δB were then averaged 
over each timestep.
3. Results
Figure 2 shows the average perturbation neutral density (Δρ) patterns for 8 IMF clock angle orientations, 
derived using Equation 1 and the entirety of the CHAMP data set above 60° AACGM latitude. Immediately 
noticeable under all IMF orientations is a positive enhancement of several percent above the background 
neutral density in the region between 70-80° MLat and 7–14 MLT. The enhancement looks to be slightly 




Figure 2. Average perturbation neutral densities (Δρ) for the entirety of the CHAMP neutral mass density data set, in 
the same format as Figure 1. CHAMP, Challenging Minisatellite Payload.
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noon. The enhancement extends from approximately 5–13 MLT for positive By and from 8 to 15 MLT for 
negative By conditions.
For all patterns of Δρ, there is a depletion region between 1 and 6 MLT, encompassing anywhere from ∼10 
to 25° of latitudinal width depending on the IMF orientation. The latitudinal extent of the depletion appears 
to also have a By dependence, where positive values show a latitudinally thinner region. This might explain 
why the depletion for the purely By positive pattern is much weaker than the others, such that it is more dif-
ficult to pick out from the surrounding areas. For patterns where Bz is negative, there is an additional mod-
erate Δρ depletion around 80° MLat centered on magnetic local dusk. In all other regions for all patterns, Δρ 
has a low magnitude on average compared to the more distinct regions just described.
Figure  3 shows the average Poynting flux (S‖) patterns derived using Equation  2 with SuperDARN and 
AMPERE data. It is important to note here that the CHAMP data set (2000–2010) does not overlap with the 
AMPERE data set (2010–2017), therefore the S‖ and Δρ averages are calculated from different timespans. 
Both however are calculated from ∼10 to ∼7 years worth of data, respectively, thus should give accurate 




Figure 3. Average Poynting flux (S‖) calculated using AMPERE perturbation magnetic fields and SuperDARN electric 
fields between 2010 and 2017, in the same format as Figure 2. Only positive values are shown (downward flux), because 
negative (upward) fluxes were minuscule on average compared to the positive values. The center IMF dial also shows 
the number of Poynting flux maps that went into each average, marked with indicator circles at 40 × 103 and 80 × 103 
maps. AMPERE, Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment; IMF, interplanetary 
magnetic field; SuperDARN, Super Dual Auroral Radar Network.
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each statistical pattern are shown in the center of Figure 3, ranging from a minimum of ∼45 × 103 maps 
to a maximum ∼85 × 103 maps used, depending on IMF orientation. Negative (upward) Poynting fluxes 
have also not been shown in Figure 3 because their magnitude, on average, is exceedingly small compared 
to positive values in all regions (i.e., downward into the ionosphere). This is because on average it would 
be expected, and is clearly apparent in our results, that the magnetosphere drives the ionosphere and not 
vice versa (Gary et al., 1995). Upward Poynting flux is still an occasional occurrence in localized regions of 
the ionosphere, which will have introduced slight biases towards lower magnitudes in Figure 3 averages. 
Upward Poynting fluxes in the cusp region are however not common (Gary et al., 1995), and so should not 
significantly affect the results presented here.
Larger than surrounding area values are seen in the high-latitude ∼78–82° MLat dayside region for all pat-
terns (which we henceforth refer to as the cusp region), the local time extent of which is highly controlled 
by the IMF By component. The By positive patterns have a strong cusp region enhancement that is shifted to-
wards dawn, whilst the enhancement under By negative patterns is shifted towards dusk. For all S‖ patterns 
in Figure 3, enhancements of downward flux are also seen on both the dawn and dusk sides between 60 and 
75° MLat, the dawnside enhancements being consistently stronger for all IMF orientations. Overall magni-
tudes of S‖ are much greater for the negative IMF Bz patterns in general when compared to positive Bz, and 
the aforementioned dawn and dusk enhancements extend to lower latitudes under negative Bz conditions.
4. Discussion
Our statistical patterns of the perturbation neutral mass density, Δρ, shown in Figure 2 clearly show the 
cusp neutral density enhancement. Although as it is observable during both geomagnetically quiet and ac-
tive times (H. Liu et al., 2005; Kwak et al., 2009), this is not a particularly surprising result. Both Yamazaki 
et al. (2015a, 2015b) showed very similar results, but expressed their neutral densities as perturbations from 
a quiet time state. Our values in contrast include both quiet and active times, showing that the neutral den-
sity in the cusp region is always enhanced by several percent above the surrounding regions, for all IMF ori-
entations and magnitudes. It is also worth mentioning that the negative neutral density perturbation in the 
dawnside region we show is a well-known thermospheric feature that is thought to be caused by downward 
winds, in response to a traditional cyclonic plasma convection cell on the dawnside (Crowley et al., 1996; 
Guo et al., 2019). It was originally predicted by the Crowley et al. (1996) model that the dawnside depletion 
would not be detectable at CHAMP altitudes. Previous studies involving CHAMP data however, including 
ours, do show its existence. Schlegel et al.  (2005) hypothesized that the discrepancy might be caused by 
either imperfect upper boundary conditions, or the non-inclusion of wave motions within the model.
A key similarity our results share with the studies previously mentioned is that under northward IMF Bz 
conditions, the cusp enhancement is still a prominent feature of the high-latitude thermosphere. The ab-
solute magnitude of the neutral mass density is lower is the cusp region when the IMF Bz is positive (e.g., 
Yamazaki et al., 2015a), but a new observation from these results is that the percentage density enhance-
ment above background levels is relatively consistent across all IMF orientations.
When discussing neutral mass density perturbations sorted by IMF orientation, such as those shown in 
Figure reffig:denspert, it is also important to consider the timescales upon which the thermosphere takes 
to respond to a change in ionospheric conditions. For example, if several hours of southward orientated 
IMF causes a neutral mass density perturbation, and then the IMF turns northward, the density could 
stay enhanced for several hours as it gradually returns to the background level (Qian & Solomon, 2012). 
The presence of the cusp mass density perturbation during occasions of northward IMF could therefore 
be further enhanced due to previous forcing conditions, rather than current conditions. It was mentioned 
previously in Section 2.1 that an IMF “steadiness” filter of a few minutes did not modify the Δρ averages, but 
significantly reduced the amount of data used (a ∼50% reduction in usable data when filtering for 20 min 
long steady IMF conditions). In order to potentially remove the impact of past conditions on the results 
in Figure 2, an IMF steadiness filter on the order of hours would be required, which would leave very few 
events to be used in averaging. This perhaps offers an explanation for why the cusp neutral mass density 
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The SuperDARN/AMPERE statistical patterns of downward Poynting flux in Figure 3 are consistent with 
previous modeling and observational results (e.g., Cosgrove et  al.,  2014; Deng & Ridley,  2007; McHarg 
et al., 2005; Weimer, 2005; Zhang et al., 2005), that is, distinct regions of high downward flux on the dawn 
and dusk sides where the convection electric field, and thus Joule heating, is high. Many of these studies 
have also shown patterns binned by IMF orientation that displayed a very large decrease in downward 
Poynting flux magnitude over the entire hemisphere when Bz is positive compared to negative, in agreement 
with our results. Figure 3 also shows that downward Poynting flux is higher on the dawnside compared to 
the duskside below ∼75° MLat, which is consistent with enhanced dawnside Joule heating due to neutral 
winds opposing the direction of plasma convection (Billett et al., 2018). It is not surprising that every pattern 
in Figure 3 has a perceptible cusp region Poynting flux enhancement above background levels, as Milan 
et al. (1998) showed that the F-region dayside cusp is a “hard target” for the SuperDARN radars, meaning it 
is commonly observable regardless of changing ionospheric conditions.
The empirical Poynting flux model by Cosgrove et al.  (2014) shows the cusp to be an important feature 
under northward IMF conditions. Cosgrove et  al.  (2014) attributed this deviation from previous studies 
as an indication of electric field variability in the cusp region which could not be captured with empirical 
models. Electric field measurements from the SuperDARN used in this study were however not averaged; 
each individual 2-min integrated electric field map was paired with a perturbation magnetic field map from 
AMPERE to derive an instantaneous global Poynting flux map. Therefore, the variability of the electric field 
that the SuperDARN map fitting process calculates is preserved. There is a degree of “smoothing out” of the 
electric potential spatially when the spherical harmonic fit is applied to radar velocity data, but this does 
not affect the SuperDARNs ability to detect small temporal electric field variability on the order of minutes 
(Cousins & Shepherd, 2012a, 2012b).
The IMF Bz positive patterns in Figure 3 do indeed show that downward Poynting flux in the cusp region 
is higher than that in the 60–75° MLat dawn and dusk regions (i.e., the auroral zone), whilst the opposite is 
true when Bz is negative. This is in general agreement with the Cosgrove et al. (2014) model, although the 
magnitudes shown here are not as large. Downward Poynting fluxes in the cusp region during northward 
IMF are highly sensitive to the IMF magnitude (Li et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2018), which could mean the aver-
ages shown in Figure 3 are weighted down by Poynting flux patterns with low IMF magnitudes. Addition-
ally, the Cosgrove et al. (2014) model utilizes significantly finer time resolution electric field measurements 
than those used in this study (<0.25 s vs. 2 min), which could potentially have resolved electric fields associ-
ated with the fine-scale FACs that Lühr et al. (2004) saw alongside the cusp density enhancement originally. 
The bin sizes used for our statistical patterns are also very much within the region of mesoscales (∼100s of 
square kilometers in area), so they would not resolve the effects of small and fine-scale phenomena.
To better compare our results of Poynting flux enhancements and neutral mass density perturbations in 
the cusp region, Figure 4 shows all binned values of S‖ (black) and Δρ (red) between MLTs of 11–13 and 
AACGM latitudes of 60–90°, for each IMF orientation. The MLT range was chosen to be 2 h wide around 
magnetic local noon to isolate the cusp region, but also so that large Poynting fluxes from the dawn and 
dusk side enhancement regions (seen for all patterns in Figure 3) were not introduced.
Δρ peaks at AACGM latitudes as low as 75° (bottom right plot) and as high as 81° (top right plot), which is 
very consistent with the cusp neutral mass density enhancement locations seen by Lühr et al. (2004) and 
later authors. There is also a high-latitude peak of S‖ that is distinct and near the Δρ peaks for most IMF ori-
entations. In general, downward Poynting flux appears to maximize 2–4° poleward of neutral mass density 
perturbations in latitude, being closest when the IMF By is positive.
It is interesting to see in Figure 4 that even though peaks in S‖ occur approximately in a similar region to 
peaks in Δρ, their magnitudes do not appear closely correlated. For example, the cusp peak of Δρ is approx-
imately the same when Bz is both positive and negative (with zero By), but the Poynting flux is larger by 
around a factor of two when the IMF is southward compared to northward. This might be because a short 
term (10s of minutes) injection of downward Poynting flux near the cusp would result in the neutral density 
in the same region to become enhanced for several hours (e.g., Sutton et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2020). The 
discrepancy between how short a time the Poynting flux is enhanced and how long the neutral mass density 
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be biased towards quiet geomagnetic times which are more frequent than large events such as those seen by 
Crowley et al. (2010) and Knipp et al. (2011).
We also note that Δρ is larger in the cusp region when the IMF By is negative compared to positive, but S‖ 
is of a similar magnitude when By is both positive and negative (for the same Bz). Yamazaki et al. (2015a) 
saw the same neutral density asymmetry in their results, but focused mainly on discussing its effect on the 
dawnside density depletion region (also seen in Figure 3). It is clear that both Δρ and S‖ in the cusp region 
have a significant local time dependency on By (e.g., in Figures 2 and 3), but the local time extent of cusp 
enhancements, in addition to the magnitudes, do not correlate well. For example, cusp region S‖ extends 
much further onto the duskside during By negative conditions, but the corresponding Δρ pattern is fairly 
symmetric around noon. If enhanced downward Poynting fluxes were indeed a 1:1 correlation with en-
hanced neutral densities on these spatial scales, then co-rotation of thermospheric neutrals would cause 
density perturbations much further onto the duskside than is seen in Figure 2 for negative By patterns.
As Δρ is in terms of the neutral mass density in surrounding areas, it is reasonable to interpret any cusp 
perturbation to be due to solar wind energy input variations and not due to “background processes” that af-
fect the density such as solar EUV dissociation/recombination. Our calculations of the Poynting flux based 
on SuperDARN and AMPERE data however do not totally explain the cusp density enhancement based 
on magnitude alone, also factoring the bias in Δρ towards strong events. This could be because fine scale 
FAC structures such as those initially seen by Lühr et al. (2004) can be filtered out in the AMPERE and 
SuperDARN global fitting procedures. Variable cusp region electric fields are however sometimes apparent 
in the line-of-sight velocity and spectral width data products of individual SuperDARN radars (e.g., Baker 
et al., 1995; Nishitani et al., 1999; Pinnock et al., 1995) The mesoscale downward Poynting flux averages 
captured by our patterns (on the order of ∼1,000 km spatial resolution) indicate that enhancements in the 
general cusp region are at least common enough to be statistically significant, but are perhaps not the main 
driver behind neutral mass density enhancements on a similar scale. Alternatively, it could be a result of 
the vastly different response timescales between the thermosphere and ionosphere that causes Δρ and S‖ to 




Figure 4. Binned values of Δρ (red) and S‖ (black) from Figures 2 and 3 between 11–13 MLT and 60–90° AACGM latitude. Red and black dotted lines denote 
the AACGM latitude of maximum Δρ and S‖, respectively. AACGM, altitude-adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinates; MLT, magnetic local time.
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The altitudinal dependence of Poynting flux deposition in the thermosphere is an important factor that is 
not considered in our analysis. We effectively only show the total altitude integrated downward Poynting 
flux, as both the SuperDARN velocities and AMPERE magnetic field measurements used are from F-region 
altitudes (>250 km). Most of the energy included in our statistical averages will be deposited at E-region 
altitudes where the Pedersen conductivity is high, but it has been shown that the smaller amount of energy 
deposition in the F-region is enough to drive thermospheric upwelling and winds at the same altitude due 
to soft particle precipitation and low neutral densities (Billett et al., 2020; Brinkman et al., 2016; Clemmons 
et al., 2008; Deng et al., 2011). This may account for the lack of correlation between our estimated Poynting 
flux deposited in E-region and cusp neutral mass density enhancements at CHAMP altitudes (∼400 km). 
We cannot make a conclusion as to the mechanism by which mesoscale downward Poynting flux contrib-
utes to mesoscale neutral density perturbations, but as the height-integrated averages shown in thus study 
are mostly dissipated in the E region, it perhaps contributes most to the temporal variation of the cusp 
neutral density via vertical acoustic wave propagation, as per the modeling results by Deng et al.  (2011) 
showing that to be the case.
5. Summary
Using the CHAMP data set, we have produced statistical patterns of the perturbation neutral mass density 
based on IMF orientation. Our technique is novel, as the perturbations are expressed as a percentage of the 
instantaneous background neutral mass density for each CHAMP orbit. We have also for the first time gen-
erated statistical patterns of the total downward Poynting flux into the atmosphere utilizing the combined 
SuperDARN and AMPERE datasets, from the technique described originally by Waters et al. (2004). The 
well-known dayside cusp neutral density enhancement was examined on mesoscales and compared to the 
calculated Poynting flux. It was found that:
•  Neutral mass density perturbations of several percent above background levels exist in the dayside cusp 
regions for all orientations of the IMF. The perturbation above the background density is larger when 
the IMF By is negative.
•  There is an enhancement of the total downward Poynting flux in the cusp region for all orientations of 
the IMF, but it is considerably higher globally when the IMF Bz is negative. Under positive Bz conditions, 
downward Poynting flux in the cusp is higher than that in the lower latitude auroral zone. The local time 
maximum of cusp region Poynting flux is highly dependent on the IMF By.
•  Total downward Poynting fluxes at mesoscales on average do not appear to fully correlate with average 
neutral mass density perturbations on the same scale, for example, the morphology and magnitude dif-
ferences between patterns for different IMF orientations. The lack of correlation gives valuable insights 
to alternative processes which may be the primary cause of the cusp density perturbations.
It is clear from our results and comparisons with previous studies and empirical models that using the AM-
PERE and SuperDARN datasets in this way to derive global patterns of total Poynting flux is powerful. In 
the cusp region, there is a notable enhancement of the average downward Poynting flux, but there is a lack 
of correlation with the neutral mass density enhancements measured by CHAMP in the same region and 
on the same spatial scale. This means that other important processes at play may account for the discrep-
ancy, for example, FACs that occur on a smaller scale than the SuperDARN-AMPERE observations, or soft 
particle precipitation at lower F-region altitudes causing neutral particle upwelling to CHAMP altitudes. 
An additional effect that could have an impact is the response timescales of enhanced Poynting flux to the 
onset of active ionospheric conditions, which are likely significantly shorter than timescales for enhanced 
neutral mass densities.
There is scope to further utilize the SuperDARN-AMPERE method to examine Poynting flux on a global 
scale, such as to estimate the morphology and magnitude of Joule heating during case studies, but it would 
also be possible to increase the spatial resolution substantially in a localized region by using data from indi-
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